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Abstract. In this work we explore the phenomenon of social sharing of
emotions as a way to build agents that can create and maintain social re-
lations with others that are more easily perceived by the user. We argue
that agents should not only be endowed with the traditional short lived
view of emotions but also with the capability to speak about not recov-
ered past emotional experiences and respond to similar events in socio-
affective and cognitive terms. We present a computational model cen-
tered around on episodic memory, empathy and cognitive coping strate-
gies. Our model was tested with users in a controlled environment. Re-
sults have shown that using our model have a positive impact on the user
perception of social relations between the agents involved in the social
sharing of emotion phenomenon.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Social Sharing of Emotions, Social
Relations, Empathy, Cognitive Work Stimulation.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The importance of believability in the development of Virtual Non-Player Char-
acters (NPC’s) have long been identified as one important factor to create pure
entertainment experiences for people [1]. In those kind of applications, “mak-
ing game characters believable matters because the perceived believability is
expected to increase players feeling of immersion and their enjoyment of the
game” [2].

ates et al. [3] referred that a believable character “does not mean an honest or
reliable character, but one that provides the illusion of life, and thus permits the
audience’s suspension of disbelief”. Loyall et al. [1] describes believable agents as
agents with “personality-rich autonomous agents with the powerful properties of
characters from the arts”. Mozgovoy et al. [4] defines believability in characters
as the existence of realism and human-likeness. Our view of believability goes
in line with the former views. We believe that in order to create believable
agents/characters, they should be autonomous and provide the illusion of life
while acting in a human way.

Although there are several definitions of believability that, in fact, comple-
ment each other, there seems to exist a similar correspondence between the
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necessary requirements to create believable agents. Two of them, that will drive
the focus of this paper, are characters portrayal of emotions and existence of
social relationships between characters.

1.2 Our Approach

The exploration and implementation of agents that can generate and express
emotions, act and react based on them in order to achieve believability has al-
ready been explored by several research works [3][5]. In these works, emotion is
seen as a short lived process, where one is emotionally aroused in consequence
of an event, and his behavior is affected by it. The emotion itself would be im-
mediately restored to equilibrium by a self-restoration process. However, “it is
(...) difficult for them to actually understand and react emphatically to the emo-
tional state of other agents”[6]. By providing more realistic affective behavior,
the interaction between agents may also become more realistic at the eyes of
humans. Thereby, our problem and the objective of this work is to build agents
that can create and maintain social relations with others that are more easily
perceived by the user.

We believe that one way to achieve our goal can be done by portraying ex-
isting emotional agents with the capability of social sharing their emotions with
others and react in response to those events. Social sharing of emotions is a term
coined by Rimé et al. [7] when disputing the view of short-lived emotions, stat-
ing that “emotions do not really stop with the emotional circumstances and that
they imply long-lasting regulatory processes”. Rimé et al. [7] referred that social
sharing of emotions is one of those long-lasting regulatory processes and that it
“entails a description, in a socially shared language, of an emotional episode to
some addressee by the person who experienced it”, a common daily event that
occurs with people. Therefore, we think that the extension of emotional agent
architectures with this after marks can help to create higher socially believable
agents, thus increasing user enjoyment.

2 Background

We will now define what is social sharing of emotions, why it occurs, its ef-
fects on both sharer and listener, kinds of listener responses and interpersonal
consequences.

2.1 What is Social Sharing of Emotions?

Social sharing of emotions corresponds to one everyday phenomenon within hu-
man beings. It “entails a description, in a socially shared language, of an emo-
tional episode to some addressee by the person who experienced it” [8]. In this
kind of process, one person tells to another “about the emotion-eliciting circum-
stances and related thoughts and feelings” [8].
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2.2 Why do people social share their emotions? Motives and
Perceived Benefits

In the case of positive emotional episodes, doing so will reactivate positive emo-
tional feelings and memories, and so, people tend to be motivated to share them
because they will feel better.

In case of negative emotions, people tend to share them in order to solve their
socio-affective needs. However, doing so does not mean that emotional recovery
was achieved. In order to achieve it the sharer needs to be cognitively stimulated
by the listener.

2.3 Effects on the listener and types of listener responses

The exposure to the social sharing of emotion is an emotion-inducing situation.
The higher the intensity of the shared episode, the higher the emotions felt.

Regarding listener’s responses, although they are more in line to address
socio-affective needs, Rimé [8] proposes a way to understand when to adopt
socio-affective response and cognitive work stimulation response. Rimé proposes
that since at the very start after the negative emotional experience people are
not prone to abandon their goals, their symbolic view of the universe and to
reassess the emotional experience, first they should receive socio-affective re-
sponses. Later on, if the person’s need to share doesn’t extinguish over time
there should be adopted cognitive work stimulation.

Empathy as a socio-affective response Empathy is the ability to “put
yourself in someone else’s shoes to understand her emotions” [9]. Empathy is
a kind of a socio-affective response used by social sharing of emotions partners.

Cognitive work stimulation Cognitive work stimulation responses are needed
to address emotional recovery of the sharer [8][10]. Some examples of cognitive
strategies may be the reappraisal of the emotional event, help in reorganiza-
tion of motives, help to abandon goals not achieved, modifying schemas and
representations and restoration of the symbolic level [8].

2.4 Interpersonal Consequences

The result of this phenomenon is an enhancement of social ties between sharer
and listener.

3 Related Work

This section will describe several important systems important to build our
model. In first place, we will provide the memory model that our agent is based
on, then we move to one important empathy model used as an enabler of socio-
affective response and as the response itself and we finish by providing an inter-
esting model embedded with cognitive coping strategies.
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3.1 Autobiographic Memory

In order to provide agents the ability to report past experiences, including a
personal view of the events, Dias et al. [11][12] developed an Autobiographic
Memory (AM) highly associated with the concept of the self. Thus, agents do
not only have semantic knowledge about the world (e.g. Semantic Memory) but
also remember episodic events existing in their AM. This AM is divided as a set
of independent but chronologically ordered episodes, where each episode stores
actions or events that happened at a specific location and time. Furthermore,
those events are divided in external events (e.g. actions perceived in the envi-
ronment) and internal events (e.g. events related to goal processing).

3.2 Empathy model

With the objective to enhance social interaction between NPC’s, Rodrigues et al.
[13] proposed a generic computational empathy model that enables “emergent
empathic interactions between them, in a way that is perceived by users as
well”. This model is divided in two consecutive steps: Empathic Appraisal and
Empathic Response.

Empathic appraisal deals with the generation and modulation of the em-
pathic emotion, while Empathic response deals with the generation of one em-
pathic action according to the empathic emotion felt.

3.3 Cognitive Work Stimulation Models

Based on psychological theory and using the BDI Logics framework, Adam et
al. [14] presents a formal model of emotions, deducing their properties and rela-
tionships, thus providing the community with a realistic and reusable model to
endow their agents.

However, in view of our aim, the most interesting part of Adam’s work is
related with a formal representation of coping behavior. Coping actions have
preconditions and effects, which are described in terms of mental attitudes. To
be executable, a coping action must satisfy three conditions: a basic condition
(BC) common to all strategies (e.g. the agent believe that he is feeling a neg-
ative emotion), a control condition (CC) determining which kind of strategy
will be applied (e.g. problem-focused strategies if the stressor is controllable and
emotion-focused strategies otherwise) and an additional condition (AC) specific
to each strategy and constraining its means.

4 Emotion Sharing and Response Model

Our model, as presented in Figure 1, models both the sharer of an emotional
episode and the listener of the episode itself. Depending on the agent’s role in
the sharing process, different processes will be activated and executed.

Whenever a new perception is sensed, the Perceive-Appraisal Emotional Stor-
age process decides how that event will affect the agent’s internal state. The
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Fig. 1. Emotion Sharing and Response Agent Model

main responsibility of this process is to populate the agent memory with new
emotional memories and strengthening existing ones based on emotional cues,
leading them to be shared later having into account the agent socio-affective
needs.

After, the agent will decide, based on his internal state, if it is appropriate to
share his emotions. The Emotion Sharing Activation process will be responsible
for that part. It will decide with who, when and what will be shared.

If the agent decides to share his emotions with someone else, that someone
will act as the listener. In this case, the Emotion Sharing Response Execution
process will be performed by the listener, determining how the agent will respond
to the sharer. The response towards the sharer might be positive (socio-affective
strategy or cognitive work stimulation strategy) or negative.

Afterwards, the sharer will receive the listener’s response and use it to update
his internal state, ending with the emotion sharing and response cycle. This phase
corresponds to the Emotion Sharing Response Processing process.

In the end, in case of a positive response by the listener towards the sharer,
both social relations should increase, as described in 2.4. Now, although not
explained in theory, we think that in case of a negative answer, both relations
should decrease, since in this case, both the story shared by the sharer and the
response given by the listener was not pleased by any of the intervenes.

5 Implementation

5.1 Agent Model Implementation

Our model was developed as an additional component to the FAtiMA architec-
ture [15]. FAtiMA provides a set of interfaces that one component can implement
in order to achieve some behavior. We will now depict what was necessary to
implement in order to achieve each process of our model:
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• Perception-Appraisal Emotional Storage: This process is responsible
for sensing perceptions from the environment and triggering the Location
Ecphory and Appraisal mechanisms that will affect the agent internal state.
We only had to implement the Location Ecphory mechanism, since the
other mechanisms were already implemented by FAtiMA. By implementing
the IAdvancedPerceptionsComponent interface, we gave advanced perception
managing capabilities to our agent. Our Location Ecphory mechanism was
implemented in the propertyChangedPerception method provided by this in-
terface. In this method we check if the agent moved to another location that
emotionally affected him or if any agent that emotionally affected him before
appears on sight. We then affect directly the emotional memory remembered
by increasing it’s intensity and we lower the agent’s affiliation level. We also
affect the emotional state directly with the emotion remembered so that the
agent expresses it immediately.

• Emotion Sharing Activation: Since the goal management is made by
the Deliberative component, we only needed to add a new condition (Max-
EmotionEpisodeCondition) to be used on the EmotionSharing goal pre-
conditions, and where it’s objective would be to check for the existence and
selection of the episode with the strongest emotional event. It worths nothing
that FAtiMA goals use the notion of conditions to specify their behaviour.
Moreover, we needed to provide an additional mechanism so that if multiple
targets of the EmotionSharing goal become active, the sharer chooses the
one most reliable.
For the selection of the most reliable listener, we implemented the method
getExpectedUtility of the IExpectedUtilityStrategy interface. FAtiMA agents
use the notion of expected utility of a goal to choose between different com-
peting goals. The goal with the highest utility will be the one chosen to build
a plan that will be later executed in the environment. Therefore, we rede-
fined the expected utility for the EmotionSharing goal in order to choose the
one that could bring most advantage to the situation.
We also had to affect the emotional state upon EmotionSharing goal activa-
tion. In the update method provided by the IComponent interface, we check
when the sharer itself shares something towards other listener, and when this
is true, we add to the sharer emotional state the strongest emotional event
of the episode shared. If one emotion regarding that event already exists in
the emotional state, we simply update the emotion value with the emotion
that comes from the strongest emotional event of the episode shared.

• Emotion Sharing Response Execution: In this process we only needed
to use the Empathy component to produce the Empathic Appraisal and
create a mechanism to assist the Emotion Sharing Response Goal Selector
to select the appropriate response to give.
When the listener listens to a emotional episode shared by other, it’s num-
ber of times is incremented. This is done in the update method provided
by the IComponent interface. Then, in the appraisal method from the IAp-
praisalDerivationComponent interface, we use the Empathy component to
generate empathic appraisal variables, regarding the strongest event of the
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episode listened. Later, in the affectDerivation method provided by the IAf-
fectDerivationComponent interface, we use the Empathy component to pro-
duce empathic emotions from the empathic appraisal variables generated be-
fore. However, each empathic emotion intensity is affected by the number of
times listened by multiplying the initial calculated intensity to 1/[numberOf-
TimesTheEpisodeWasListened]. The empathic emotions will then affect the
agent emotional state.
When it comes to choosing the appropriate response we created one addi-
tional condition, the EmotionSharingSupportCondition, that chooses the ap-
propriate strategy category and strategy from that category to apply. This
condition is used in the SupportSharing and RejectSharing goals. When the
sharer shares something for the first time, or something positive (i.e. an
episode that has the strongest emotion as positive) or if there is one active
empathic emotion related to the event listened that higher than the minimum
level for feeling empathy the strategy category will be supportsharing and
the strategy will be empathy. Otherwise, if the event listened is a negative
one or related to the sharer goals (activation or failure), the supportsharing
will be the strategy category and resignation the strategy applied, although
more strategies can be added later. If no supportsharing strategy applies,
the strategy category will be rejectsharing and the strategy will be reject.

• Emotion Sharing Response Processing: If the sharer gets support from
the listener, he increases the number of times the listener helped him. More-
over, he checks if the support is of type cognitive work stimulation and if it
is, he decreases the intensity of the strongest episode emotional event shared
in the Autobiographic Memory. However, if the response is a rejection, he
increments the number of times the listener did not help him. This will be
important to later determine the helping level of potential listeners, if the
sharer needs to share something again. All of this was implemented in the
update method provided by the IComponent interface.
Every other mechanisms that this process handles is already managed by
the Deliberative component (increment or decrement the Affiliation need
and create positive or negative emotions by the success or failure of the
Emotion Sharing goal respectively) and by the Social Relations component.

5.2 Case Study

We developed our case study using Traveller [16] as our scenario. We connected
our agents to this application by making use of the ION-FAtiMA facilitator [17].
We used the Train scene available from Traveller and created a narrative for it
based on the scenario original idea. In this scenario we have three characters:
two friends, John and Peter, and the Ticket Inspector of the train. The narrative
develops around the fact that John doesn’t has the correct ticket for the trip
he is attending to. Therefore, the Ticket Inspector decides to fine him. The rest
of the narrative depends on the model John and Peter are using. If they are
both using the Emotion Sharing and Response Model, they John will share that
negative episode with Peter and Peter will support him, otherwise John won’t
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share because of the short time lived emotions duration that simple emotional
agents have. Later in the scene, the Ticker Inspector will pass by in front of
them, making John remember the negative emotion felt and share it again in
case if our model is active, otherwise he will simply ignore the Ticker Inspector.
Peter will answer to John in a cognitive mode or not depending if the model is
active or not also.

6 Evaluation

6.1 Procedure

The evaluation was made through online questionnaires, by using the Mechanical
Turk platform (https://www.mturk.com/mturk). We created two versions out of
our questionnaire. One version for our emotional agents with emotion sharing
and response capabilities (version A) and another version for emotional agents
only (version B). The only difference between the two versions was the video
simulation presented, where in version A both John and Peter characters display
our model and in version B they do not. The Ticket Inspector character was a
simple BDI agent in both versions. The questionnaire version (with our model -
version A, and without our model - version B) was distributed randomly between
the workers and each worker only answered to one version of the questionnaire.

6.2 Results

In total, 60 workers responded to our questionnaire. Accessing the general infor-
mation, 34 workers were male while 26 were female. Only 6 of the workers have
under 26 years, while the rest is between 26 and 40 years.

Then, we started with a Cronbach alpha test to evaluate the internal consis-
tency of each relevant dimension: General believability, John believability and
Peter believability (Characters believability), Friendship attachment from John
towards Peter and Friendship attachment from Peter towards John (Friendship
attachment). All the dependent dimensions had at least satisfactory consistency.

Since the data doesn’t follow a normal distribution, we applied the Mann-
Whitney U test and found statistically significant effect for the following variable:
Friendship attachment of John towards Peter, with z = -3.783 and r = 0.49 (effect
close to strong). Figure 2 shows the final results for all the dependent variables
measured against the independent variable: emotion sharing and response active
and emotion sharing and response not active.

7 Conclusion

Social relations is a complex topic since making agents that are perceived as
more friendly than others it’s not simple, but, it is an important dimension in
order to achieve believable agents and is a must required capability that agents
need to have and display. Therefore, this dissertation addresses the problem of
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Fig. 2. Final results for each variable (1 - Totally Disagree, 5 - Totally Agree)

creating and maintaining social relations with others that are easily perceived
by the end user. To that end, we argued that one way to fulfill our need was by
integrating the concept of social sharing of emotions into emotional agents.

The outcome was a emotion sharing and response model. An agent embedded
with this model can be the sharer or the listener of emotional shared episodes.
It was integrated into an emotional agent architecture named FAtiMA Modular
as a new component.

The results of the evaluation show that we didn’t obtain significant differ-
ences in terms of the user’s perception of believability. We believe that since
users did not know in advance the existing relation between both characters
in the video, both versions portrayed behaviour that was considered reasonable
and thus believable by users: one appropriate for close friends and another one
appropriate for a simpler acquaintance relationship.

However, we did find a statistically significant strong effect between the ver-
sion and the perceived attachment of John (the sharer) towards Peter (listener).
In the version with the model, users perceived John as more intimate than the
version without emotion sharing. We can conclude that our model brings, in the
eyes of the people, better results in terms of perceiving the creation and devel-
opment of socials relations between agents, when compared with only emotional
agents.
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